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About us
The possibilities of DeFi have given a new boost to cryptocurrencies and block chain technologies. Within a
short period of time, a multi billion Dollar market has emerged on basis of a peer to peer financial economy
with cryptocurrencies. The objective of TheToken.Network is as simple as fascinating – users can tokenize
real world assets and create liquidity for themselves on TheToken.Network (TTN).

THETOKEN.NETWORK
Tokenize your assets and take part in the DeFi revolution!
TheToken.Network will use DeFi liquidity pools to provide various financial
services in real-world use cases. Need a new phone, a car or even a
microloan or insurance? TheToken.Network makes this possible, you can
tokenize and collateralize your assets and receive instant loans.

THE ECOSYSTEM
TheToken.Network ecosystem consists of two separate tokens, TTN and TTNP.
The ‘Master token’ TTN acts as a governance token, and provides the holder
with full voting rights and other favorable benefits. TTN will always be backed
by real assets, moreover, you will be able to liquidate your TTN at any point in
time for the underlying value, regardless of exchange pricing. The value of TTN
will rise over time as projects grow and liquidity pools expand. The second
token of the ecosystem is TTNP, the ‘Payment token’. This token will be used to
fill liquidity pools required for various projects. This token will also be used as
payment for loans, games or other financial services and functions as the utility
token of the platform. In return for providing TTNP to liquidity pools to fund projects, stakers will receive 95% of the interest accrued in TTNP liquidity staking
pools. The remainder of the interest will be distributed to TTN stakers.
TheToken.Network will have executing Limited Liability Companies in adequate
jurisdictions to validate and execute upon values users want to provide in order
to receive liquidity from the TTNP token LP. In the beginning, TheToken.Network
will provide service to select countries in the European Union. Within the next roll
out, target markets include Ukraine and Turkey. In 2021, we will compile a list of
adequate jurisdictions evaluated by their potential for our service and hold a vote
among TTN holders on which areas to focus on. TheToken.Network back-end
algorithms will keep unified data about all transactions and provide real-time
data throughout the entire ecosystem. Users requesting to tokenize values and
receive liquidity, will have to perform KYC with TheToken.Network’s verification
partners and agree to the terms & conditions with TheToken.Network’s legal
entity in the respective jurisdiction.
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Project Proposal

VA L U E M A K I N G F U N DA M E N TA L S

U N D E R LY I N G VA L U E
TTN

The TTN token will always resemble an underlying value, either in stable-coin liquidity or real-world assets. You will always be able to liquidate
your TTN token against its 1:1 liquid value on the platform regardless of
Exchange pricing! Over time the liquidity pools grow and will result in an
increase in value of TTN

MASTER TOKEN
Benefits
Holders of the “master token” TTN govern the platform and, in true DeFi spirit, decide
about everything from strategy to team members of TheToken.Network foundation.
Stakers of TTN will receive:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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22.6% of all fee revenues generated on the platform
2% of all TTNP interest accrued in TTNP liquidity pools
additional 3% (total 5%) of all actively staked TTNP liquidity pools
airdrop of TTNP token after presale
discounts with participating partner offers of TheToken.Network
full voting rights about the entire platform and foundation
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Use case
Our goal is to start of with a unified liquidity pool in the beta platform release. But as soon as we release
the platform update, we will introduce dedicated liquidity pools for different types of products giving the
investors the possibility to choose from varying risk-reward ratio use cases.

Example
Car
Martina urgently needs a car. She does not qualify for an unconditional loan via primary credit markets. She also does not want
nor need a car with a value over EUR 5000 and therefore would
prefer a used car. She does have EUR 1000 available immediately
and can afford monthly payments of EUR 250. TTN tokenizes a
suitable car for Martina with one of its partners and she can have
her “new” car within 48 hours. She pays the equivalent of EUR
1000 in TTNP token into the adequate liquidity pool and agrees
to payments of EUR 250 in TTNP per month. Meanwhile, TTN
acquires the car from its merchant partner and settles payment.
Martina will have full ownership and title to the car as soon as
she has made her last due payment into the TTNP liquidity pool
which financed her car. Until Martina has fulfilled her obligation,
the car remains as a tokenized asset in the corresponding TTNP
liquidity pool.
Not only due to COVID19 Pandemic we will see a surge in demand for liquidity from consumers and businesses alike. According to all economic
forecasts, there will be much time needed to reclaim economic growth and stability. We still do not know how long and deep the negative economic
impacts will be. Another known fact is that the economic damage for emerging and weaker regions is even stronger. Many governments in emerging
markets just do not have the fiscal possibilities to stabilize their economies and soften the impact of the COVID19 crisis. That is why TheToken.Network aims to provide its services especially in these high demand regions. Many individuals and businesses in these regions are cut off financing and
liquidity from primary providers and banks. A lot of the assets available to this clientele are core valuables which they do not want to sell under normal
circumstances, much less under difficult market environments. We expect a significant demand and highly increasing volumes if TheToken.Network
can establish itself as an easy to use and reliable liquidity provider.
A very important market to look at is the existing microloan industry especially in eastern Europe and developing countries. Here an example of the
leading micro loan company in an eastern European EU member state: loan from EUR 100 to EUR 1700 average APR 40.50% maximum APR 48.90%.
We believe that we can not only deliver a financially more attractive product but also provide a much more user friendly and efficient system.
But there are so many more possibilities and use cases which we are continuously exploring and developing. Imagine an artist that wants to promote
his product by actively letting his fan base participate! Just think of
South Korean boy band BTS with their 8.5 billion USD IPO in October. Not many artists can realistically place an IPO on a regular stock market. But
how about promoting your new album or concert tour with a placement of 25% with TheToken.Network and allow your fans to directly participate?
We have many exciting announcements in this regard (artists & sports) coming up not only creating huge revenue opportunities but also direct value
for our brand, TTN and TTN token holders. You can expect that there will be mainstream media coverage regarding several high profile celebrity
participants of TheToken.Network.
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Project Proposal

TURNOVER AND YIELDS

TheToken.Network aims to have minimum available liquidity of 1 Million USD equivalent from launch of the platform. We expect a significant
growth effect once we have passed our initial start up phase with dedicated marketing activities aimed at the end users of our platform. But
our true potential will only be calculable once we get publicity upon introduction of high profile use cases with both celebrities and well known
corporate partners. As one can imagine, looking at the recent DeFi investment value as well as our imminent real world use case, it is not
unrealistic to see a 10x growth within months and even a 100x growth within the first year of operation. Our currently planned product line
has an estimated earning potential in between 20% and 80% APY. (after subtraction of all direct costs). In the product lines were we currently encounter real-world competition, our advantage is clearly a much more favorable cost efficiency structure and we aim to enhance end
user service and product accessibility levels within a very short time frame. Many product lines will see TTN be the first market mover with
immense potential for investors as well as unique and extremely useful solutions for end customers.
Now what does this mean for the token TTN and TTNP? We imagine both tokens to be an extremely profitable investment for all initial investors.
TTN as the master token gives many advantages as well as the true DeFi spirit, allowing TTN holders to define and steer the future of TheToken.
Network. At this point, it has to be stressed that TTN has a real value backbone incomparable to most DeFi project tokens on the market – TTN
holders will never see the value of their token go to Zero, especially not in the difficult but potentially rewarding start up phase. According to the
project setup, over 90% of the raised capital in the TTN presale remains available as liquidity in a mix of leading stablecoins. Outflow of liquidity
is replaced by TTNP tokenized values.

USERS

Users of the platform will be able to tokenize their
assets in the second token TTNP and receive liquidity
from one of the available liquidity pools. All fees and
payments are executed via TTNP token with limited,
never increasing supply. Every TheToken.Network
token held and staked is backed by a mix of stable
coins as well as valuable assets tokenized by platform
users.
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Tokenomics
TheToken.Network has two native tokens, TTN (the master token) and TheToken.
Network Pay (TTNP), the utility token driving the platform.
TTN has a limited supply of 10.000 token and offers the following benefits (if staked
on TheToken.Network): receives 22.6% of all fees generated on the platform, receives
2% of interest TTNP accrued on TTNP liquidity staking pools and 5% for all TTNP
LPs actively staked, receives TTNP airdrop after TTN presale and preferential presale
purchasing option of TTNP before listing (there will be no public presale of TTNP token) , receives priority to exclusive campaigns to high profile liquidity demands. (TTN
stakers receive 12 hour priority access to specialized TTNP liquidity pools)
TTNP has a limited supply of 100.000.000 tokens and is the utility token for the platform. TTNP is providing liquidity for tokenized values and is needed to repay liquidity
granted. TTNP receives 95% of the interest accrued in TTNP liquidity staking pools.
TheToken.Network Foundation will provide sufficient market liquidity to facilitate
trading of TTN and TTNP.
TheToken.Network is born as a pure DeFi project with TTN token holders voting upon
all major decisions and developments of the system. Responsible for executing and
organizing is TheToken.Network Foundation. TTN token holders as well as the TheToken.Network Foundation will be able to submit proposals on which the community
will vote and decide. The initial contributors to TheToken.Network will carry out the
initial development until Q2 2021 and a stable running beta platform. After that,
there will be a mandatory vote about the Foundation and the team assembled in the
Foundation.

Conclusion
The goal with this project is to provide a proactive passive income source for investors while using TTNP liquidity for valuable real market solutions. Investors can choose in
which area to pool their liquidity and find the right mix suitable to their liking. At the same time, the growth of the platform and the increase in product offering will increase
the value of the master token TTN and the utility token TTNP. Both TTN and TTNP will always be backed not only by the platform technology but its liquidity pools and the
assets therein. The state of LPs and their exposure will be openly visible, including yields, risk and asset values. Therefore, it will be most transparent to evaluate the price of
each token at any given time. Eventually, crypto investors might decide to put a certain percentage of their portfolio in a token with the characteristics of TTN and TTNP. We
expect our token to trade differently than the usual crypto markets as the valuation follows certain economic rules that just do not apply to the general crypto market. After
the initial trading volatility of speculators has settled around the time of
listing, we expect a rather stable and growth oriented price development of TTN and TTNP token. TheToken.Network will become a valuable partner for businesses across
many different industries making their products more accessible to the market under difficult economic conditions. We already have several major partnerships prepared
and ready to launch as soon as the beta platform testing has concluded. We believe that every financial service should also have social standards established. There are
many possibilities how TheToken.Network can provide value for communities and we thrive to have a community discussion about the potential strategies as soon as the
beta platform is up and running.
We are looking forward to revolutionize DeFi, make values digital and bringing DeFi to the mainstream markets together with you!
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Get in Touch
Website: https://Thetoken.network
Telegram: https://t.me/TheTokenNetwork
Medium: https://thetokennetwork.medium.com
Discord: https://discord.com/invite/nMf36SJhhE
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TheTokenNetwork
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8gmC2OPfFl3dBul3jRYn2A

